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Consumers bear a large and growing responsibility for their financial wellbeing in 

retirement, and for this purpose often turn to mutual funds.
1
  However, the low rate of financial 

literacy drives a worrisome gap between responsibility and capability.  Guidance from the 

financial services industry can help bridge this gap,
2
 but it can also introduce new incentives to 

the choice between funds.  That is, the incentives of the brokers and others selling guidance can 

extend beyond satisfying their customers, due to allegiances and other arrangements with 

particular funds and fund families. 

Regulators and the financial press have been concerned about these potentially 

conflicting interests since the early days of mutual-fund popularity.  For example, the “Wharton 

Report” commissioned by the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) in 1958 concluded that 

“there is a significant positive correlation between the size of the sales charge and the rate of 

inflow of new money into the individual funds,”
3
 and a 1964 follow-up notes the role that the 

brokers’ share of the sales charge could play: 

The correlation noted by the Wharton Report between expanding fund sales and 

higher sales charges is reflected at the retail level by the periodic use of increased 

sales commissions usually running for several weeks to several months. Typically 

a salesman who is allowed a commission of 50% (i.e. 50% of the dealer's 

concession which on most funds is a maximum of 6% of the offering price) will 

be raised to 60 to 75% on sales of a select group of funds, or the same result will 

be reached by paying the regular commission rate on an assumed 8% dealer 

concession.
4
 

 

The then-chairman of the SEC, Manuel Cohen, conjectured that 

                                                           
1
 45% of US households own mutual funds (ICI 2009a, p. 72), and retirement savings is a goal for 95% of their 

investments (ICI 2009b, p. 7).  69% of mutual-fund owning households have more in funds than in all other 

financial assets combined (ICI 2009b, p. 6). 
2
 For example, as of 2008, only 14% of long term mutual fund assets had been invested directly by the investor; all 

other assets had arrived through some layer of intermediation (ICI 2009a, p. 76) 
3
 Friend et al. (1962); see Table III-18 on p. 110. 

4
 Lehr and Eisenberg (1964), p. 73. 
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…the judgment of securities firms and their salesmen as to what type of security, 

or which particular fund, is best for the particular customer may be influenced, 

even subconsciously, by major differences in sales compensation.
5
 

 

The impact of the recent turmoil on retirement savings refocuses attention on this concern, and 

one policy response recently proposed is to elevate brokers’ responsibility to their customers to 

the highest level, i.e. to a fiduciary standard.
6
  So in contrast to the current standard which 

requires brokers to put customers in suitable funds, and therefore allows some effect of the 

brokers’ own incentives when several funds are suitable, brokers would now have to place their 

customers’ interests strictly ahead of their own.  This proposal to fence off brokers’ incentives 

from consumers’ fund flows raises the question of whether they have a significant effect as it 

stands now.  Our goal with this paper is to answer this question. 

The opportunity to answer this question originates with the disclosures inspired by the 

Wharton Report.  In their current form, they oblige funds to disclose the total sales loads their 

investors pay, what portion of these loads are paid to brokers as commissions, and whether the 

brokers receiving the loads are affiliated with the family (captive or affiliated brokers) or at 

arm’s length (unaffiliated brokers).
7
  Thus, we have two dimensions of brokers’ incentives with 

respect to a fund: how much the fund pays, and whether the fund is affiliated.  In these same 

disclosures we also see inflows separately from outflows, so we can associate the incentives with 

flows in the appropriate direction. 

From the question of how broker preferences affect flows we derive three testable 

questions for this data.  The first, closest in spirit to the regulatory and financial-press attention to 

                                                           
5
 Address by The Honorable Manuel F. Cohen, Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission, Before the 

American Society of Business Writers, Washington, D.C., May 1, 1967. 
6
 See, e.g, Investment News, “Debate over Fiduciary Duty Heats Up”, October 5, 2009, page 6. 

7
 The key distinction is whether or not the broker is affiliated with the fund family.  The Investment Company Act of 

1940 defines an affiliated person as “any officer, director, partner, copartner, or employee.”  An affiliated broker 

could therefore be an employee of the investment advisor or an affiliated principal underwriter or an affiliated 

brokerage firm.   
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broker payments, is whether these payments affect the flows into individual funds.  That is, does 

a fund buy more inflow by paying a bigger commission out of the load, particularly when the 

brokers are not already captive?  The second question rotates our perspective from funds’ 

investors to their corporate families and asks whether brokers’ preferences affect intra-family 

flows.  For such an effect, a family’s affiliation with its funds’ brokers is potentially key, since 

an affiliated broker on the one hand potentially gains more from recapturing a fund’s outflow as 

an inflow elsewhere in the family, and on the other hand potentially runs a greater risk of 

cannibalization, i.e. inflows into one fund coming out of potential inflows elsewhere in the 

family.  In other words, a captive or in-house sales force may help retain accounts but it may also 

foster in-house competition over inflows.  Finally, the time series is long enough (e-filings back 

to 1994) to ask whether brokers’ preferences ultimately make a difference to consumers.  That is, 

does a fund’s future performance decrease as its payments to brokers increase? 

To summarize our results, brokers’ incentives affect fund flows, and the effects are 

significant to both consumers and fund families.  When we look at individual funds’ inflows we 

see not only that investment flows to the funds paying their brokers more, but also that this effect 

of broker payment on flows is much stronger when the brokers are unaffiliated with the family.  

In intra-family flows we find that affiliated brokers bring both the benefit of recapturing outflows 

and the cost of cannibalizing inflows.  And looking at future performance, the most intriguing 

finding is that this performance goes down as an unaffiliated broker’s commission goes up. 

This paper is divded into four sections.  Section I covers the relevant background, Section 

II describes the data, Section III covers the results and Section IV summarizes and concludes. 
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I.  Background 

A.  Regulatory activity 

 The incentives of mutual-fund brokers have interested regulators since the industry’s 

early days.
8
  In 1958, when mutual funds amounted to $12BB, up from $4BB six years earlier,

9
 

the SEC commissioned the Wharton Report 

to make a study and investigation of the effects of size on the investment policy of 

investment companies and on security markets, on concentration of control of 

wealth and industry, and on companies in which investment companies are 

interested…
10

 

 

Although this mandate does not read like an invitation to analyze brokers’ incentives, when the 

report appears in 1962 it 

…questions whether the apparent historical emphasis upon constantly increasing 

fund assets by intensive sales efforts has always been in the interest of fund 

investors.  The employments of special inducements to sales efforts, particularly 

in the case of the so-called penalty-type contractual plans, reflects an emphasis on 

sales not necessarily consistent with the best interests of the investor.
11

 

 

The SEC then produced its own Special Study of the Securities Markets (SEC, 1963), which 

devotes a chapter to open-end funds, and Lehr and Eisenberg (1964), which compares the 

practice and profitability of mutual-fund brokerage across the major players of the time.
12

  By 

late 1966 the SEC had produced SEC (1966), whose proposed amendments to the Investment 

Company Act of 1940, particularly a 5% limit on sales loads, died in the House in 1968.
13

  

                                                           
8
 From the SEC’s 1972 Annual Report, p. 180: “Since the adoption of the Investment Company Act, perhaps no 

facet of open-end investment company activity has received greater attention than the distribution process for the 

shares of such companies.” 
9
Friend et al. (1962), p.41. 

10
 Letter of Transmittal from SEC Chairman Cary to Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce Chairman 

Harris, August 27, 1962, reprinted in the Front Matter of Friend et al (1962). 
11

 Ibid. 
12

 Readers can find Friend et al. (1962) and all the other SEC-related documents from the 1960s cited here at 

http://www.sechistorical.org/museum/papers/1960/. 
13

 See, e.g., Betty Furness to Chairman Cohen, September 16, 1968. 

http://www.sechistorical.org/museum/papers/1960/
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However, 1970 saw the passage of a revised bill that replaced the 5% limit with restrictions to be 

determined by the NASD, with the SEC’s oversight, and by 1975 an 8.5% limit was in place.
14

 

 Along with the effort to restrain commissions came new disclosure requirements.  In 

1964 the SEC proposed revising mutual funds’ annual reports, and in 1965, citing Friend et al. 

(1962) and SEC (1963), it rolled out the new form N-1R, which among other things reported the 

commissions charged and retained by a fund’s underwriters and dealers.
15

  This form is the 

progenitor of the source of this paper’s data, form N-SAR. 

 A recurring question for regulators has been the sophistication of brokers’ clientele, and 

the education that their interactions impart.  In SEC (1963) there are survey results on investors’ 

understanding of key issues such as loads, expense ratios and risk, and among other things we 

see the customers investing in (very expensive, now forbidden) contractual plans to be somewhat 

less knowledgeable along these lines.  In 1995 the SEC, along with the Office of the Comptroller 

of the Currency, ran a new survey with similar questions, but now focusing on the difference 

between the customers in different distribution channels.  The goal was “to assist in developing 

an empirical foundation for efforts to improve information provided to investors,”
16

 and a 

conclusion drawn from the results was that “broker and direct fund company purchasers are 

relatively more knowledgeable about the costs and risks of mutual fund investments,”
17

 though 

the authors also allow that more knowledgeable investors may self-select into these channels. 

 

 

 

                                                           
14

 Securities Act Amendments of 1975. 
15

 30 FR 2135-2150 (1965) 
16

 Alexander, Jones and Nigro (1997), p. 720. 
17

 Alexander, Jones and Nigro (1998), p. 315.  See also the theoretical analysis by Stoughton, Wu and Zechner 

(2008). 
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B.  Empirical Findings 

 The earliest empirical work on the relation of brokerage to flows and future performance 

appears to be that of Friend et al. (1962).  Tracking the fund universe from 12/1952 to 9/1958, 

they find some positive correlation between loads and net flows (Table III-18, 2
nd

 column), but 

not between loads and performance (Table V-22).  However, the small size of the universe, 152 

funds at the start and 189 by the end (Table III-1), draws a wide confidence interval around these 

inferences. 

 Later work returns to these and related questions with more power.  Sirri and Tufano 

(1998) find net flows to decrease in the expense ratio plus the amortized load, but when Barber, 

Odean and Zheng (2005) separate the expense ratio from the load they find a decrease only with 

respect to the load.  Bergstresser, Chalmers and Tufano (2009) compare the future performance 

of flows that do or don’t pass through load-charging brokers, and conclude that whatever 

investors get for paying a load, it isn’t better future performance.  Nanda, Wang and Zheng 

(2009) relate flows to the structure of the load, and find that new structures to bring in flows 

appear to hurt future performance, either through turnover (Edelen, 1999, Johnson, 2004) or 

diseconomies of scale (Chen, Hong, Huang, Kubik, 2004, Berk and Green, 2004). 

 One of our contributions to this literature relating brokers to flows and performance is to 

address the role of the brokers’ incentives.  Another is to address these relations at the family 

level, particularly as regards the cannibalization of inflows and recapture of outflows.  The 

empirical literature finds the family level to be a fruitful perspective in several directions.  

Nanda, Wang and Zheng (2004) shows that funds throughout a family gain inflows when a 

sibling outperforms, and Gaspar, Matos and Massa (2006) ask whether families cross-subsidize 

funds to improve overall flows.  Gallaher, Kaniel and Starks (2008) address advertising, and 
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document its effectiveness at both attracting inflows to the whole family and suppressing 

redemptions from individual funds. 

 

II. Data 

A. Data Sources and Definitions 

Our database covers U.S. domestic equity funds from 1994 to 2004.  It merges data from 

two sources: e-filings of form N-SAR (Semi-Annual Report) with the SEC, and the CRSP 

survivorship bias-free mutual fund database.  Earlier work (e.g. Carhart, 1997) describes the 

CRSP data in detail so we focus on the SEC data here,
18

  in particular the variables that we use 

and the merging of the CRSP and N-SAR data. 

The SEC requires semi-annual filing of form N-SAR, wherein a mutual fund reports the 

operations of its combined share classes.  Among the figures reported are the total front loads 

paid by consumers over the six month period, and how much of this was paid through captive vs. 

unaffiliated brokers.
19

  Funds also report the total inflow subject to a load, but do not separate 

this into inflows through unaffiliated vs. captive brokers.  Thus, we can calculate the average 

front load paid by investors during those six months by dividing front loads paid (question 30a 

on N-SAR, i.e. Q30a) by inflows subject to a load (Q28h), but not the difference between the 

loads paid in the captive and unaffiliated channels.  If the fund receives more loads through 

captive brokers than unaffiliated brokers, for example, it is ambiguous whether this is due to 

higher loads per dollar of inflow in the captive channel, or instead to higher inflow in the captive 

channel.  We address this ambiguity by focusing our tests on the subset of fund-months where 

                                                           
18

 Recent mutual-fund studies using SEC filings include Reuter (2006), which links CRSP to N-SAR files to address 

IPO allocations, and O’Neal (2004) uses form 485-B to separate the inflows and redemptions of the largest funds. 
19

 An example of the N-SAR file questionnaire is available at http://www.sec.gov/about/forms/formn-sar.pdf. 

 

http://www.sec.gov/about/forms/formn-sar.pdf
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the fund did not receive loads through both captive and unaffiliated brokers.  That is, fund i is 

considered CAPTIVEi,t in month t if all its loads came through captive brokers, and unaffiliated, 

UNAFILi,t, if all its loads came through unaffiliated brokers.  Also, the fund is considered 

NOLOADi,t if it received no loads and charged less than 25bp in 12b-1 fees.  Section A of the 

Appendix provides the definition of all variables used in the empirical analysis. 

Some of the data reported in the N-SAR improve on variables in CRSP.  Most notably, 

N-SAR separates monthly inflows from outflows, whereas CRSP provides only net flows. Also, 

N-SAR reveals the actual level of the load paid by the investor, rather than the maximum load in 

CRSP, as well as how much of this actual load is shared with the broker. Accordingly, we define 

NEW INFLOWSi,t and REDEMPTIONSi,t as the month t inflow or redemption reported by fund i 

(in Q28a-f) divided by fund i’s total net assets for month t reported in CRSP summed over all 

share classes;  FRONT LOADi,t as the total front load paid by consumer (Q30a) divided by the 

inflows subject to a load (Q28h); and COMMISSIONS  x CAPTIVEi,t as the dollars of front load 

paid to the captive broker (Q33) divided by the inflows subject to a load (Q28h) 

(COMMISSIONS x UNAFIL i,t is defined analogously using Q32).  The net front load, after the 

broker commission, is paid to the principal underwriter and is reported in Q31. To capture the 

industry-wide flow into a fund’s category we create ICDI CATEGORY INFLOWi,t by 

aggregating new inflows across the funds in i’s ICDI category (from CRSP) in month t, and 

dividing by the category’s aggregate total net assets.  We create the analogous variables for 

redemptions. 

Besides front loads, N-SAR also reports the total dollars from back loads (Q35), or in the 

SEC’s words, “deferred or contingent deferred sales loads.” However, N-SAR does not report 

how many dollars of outflow are subject to these loads, and does not indicate whether the 
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relevant brokers are captive or unaffiliated.  So to put the back-load variable on roughly the same 

terms as the front-load variables, we divide the dollars from back loads by simply the total 

outflows for the period (Q28a-f).  

 The CRSP variables we use are all well-known; the only twist here is that, where 

applicable, we sum over a fund’s share classes, which are separate on CRSP but aggregated on 

N-SAR.   The set of CRSP variables we use are lagged rank returns for the past 12 months, log 

of fund size, log of complex size, expenses, and redemption fees, which are distinct from the 

back load described above.  A common redemption fee is a rapid-trading penalty which is paid 

back into the fund (rather than paid to the family as revenue). Details of these variables and all 

those listed above are collected in section A of the Appendix.   

The numeric fund identifiers on N-SAR do not appear on CRSP, so these two databases 

are matched by hand.  Initially, 82% of the funds on N-SAR are matched by name.  This 

matched database then passes through several filters which serve to 1) double-check that the 

match is correct, 2) ensure at least one year of trailing data for the analysis and 3) remove data-

entry errors.  Details of the filters are provided in section B of the Appendix. The final sample of 

4518 funds (aggregated across share classes) contains 1830 equity funds, 743 international funds 

(including global bond, global equity and international equity), 639 specialty funds (including 

balanced, precious metals, utilities, total return, and specialty funds), and the remaining 1306 are 

bond, money market or municipal funds.  In CRSP for this time period, there are 6607 share 

classes of equity funds, which aggregate to 2946 separate funds; we capture 62% of the CRSP 

equity sample and 40% of the entire CRSP sample for all asset categories. Approximately 20% 

fund/year observations are not classified as CAPTIVE, UNAFIL, or NOLOAD; these funds are 
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excluded from most of the regressions except for those in Table IV where we do not specify 

broker channel. 

Because CRSP and the SEC both retain the records of departed funds, there is no survivor 

bias in our sample. 
 
Our complex level regressions in Table V are restricted to those families that 

have 7 or more funds so in this subgroup of funds the average and median number of funds in the 

complex are 22 and 16. The restriction removes about 40% of the fund/month observations. 

 

B.  Data Overview 

The empirical tests address gross flows in and out, which are several times higher than 

the net flows usually addressed.  The O’Neal (2004) study of the 200 largest equity funds finds 

inflows and redemptions running 44% and 29% per year, respectively, from 1994 to 2000.  In 

our sample, we find, these rates come in much higher, perhaps reflecting the non-equity and 

smaller funds in our sample.  Table I characterizes the fund flows for all funds in our sample 

with averages across the fund-months of the sample, and shows redemptions averaging 

4.75%/month, i.e. twice as high, and inflows, combined with reinvestment of dividends, 

replenishing the funds by running 0.8%/month higher. 

 

[Table I] 

 

Another distinction from the existing literature is our focus on the loads investors actually 

pay, as opposed to the maximum loads in the CRSP database.  Table I also summarizes these 

loads, reporting  - for the funds we classify as Captive or Unaffiliated, rather than No-Load - the 

average load paid by investors and the average load retained by brokers (Commission) for each 
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of our sample years.  Both, we find, are higher with unaffiliated brokerage, and we also find the 

average load paid by investors to be much smaller than the maximum load usually reported (e.g. 

Sirri and Tufano, 1998) whether brokers are affiliated or not, a finding that likely reflects volume 

discounting on larger investments.  So we gain accuracy over the maximum loads on average, 

and we also gain accuracy in the cross section: Panel B shows that the cross-sectional correlation 

between actual loads paid and maximum loads is low. 

The tests below take a fund’s choice between captive and unaffiliated brokerage to be 

exogenous to the other explanatory variables, so for example, a fund would not switch to 

unaffiliated brokerage because it performed well.  The goal of Table II is to gauge whether this 

assumption is reasonable.  The test design is the two-stage model of Heckman (1979), where the 

first stage (Panel A) is the fund’s selection to sell through a broker rather than directly, and the 

second stage (Panel B) is the selection to sell through unaffiliated rather than captive brokers.  

Briefly, what it shows is that the major influence on the original selection is whether the rest of 

the family is brokered (with a minor influence of the fund’s decade of inception), and the major 

influence among brokered funds on whether they sell through unaffiliated brokers is whether or 

not the fund chose to sell through unaffiliated brokers at inception.  Even after controlling for 

current variables such as a fund’s recent performance and flows, nothing else enters.  Thus, we 

proceed on the assumption that the captive/unaffiliated choice is exogenous to our explanatory 

variables. 

 

[Table II] 
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III. Empirical Tests 

A.  Overview 

 There are three sets of empirical tests, the first explaining fund flows, the second 

explaining family flows, and the third explaining fund performance.  The statistical question in 

each case is whether brokers’ commissions and affiliations have a significant effect in the 

direction of the incentives they impart. 

 The incentives imparted by commissions are clear: a broker has more incentive to direct 

flows to a fund paying higher commissions.  The incentives imparted by affiliation are not as 

explicit, because we do not observe the set of ties between a fund’s brokers and its family that 

comprise a particular affiliation.  These ties could include compensation beyond the explicit 

commissions we observe, or career concerns such as promotions, or instructions such as 

preferred lists, or other inducements.  What ties to the family have in common is that they focus 

the fund’s brokers on the fund’s family, and therefore lessen the effect of other incentives.  So 

the question for our tests is whether affiliation has this effect. 

 

B.  Fund Flows 

 The question for this subsection is whether commissions and affiliation affect inflows to 

individual funds.  To address this question, we run a pooled cross-sectional, time-series 

regression where the dependent variable is a one-month percentage inflow to a fund, and the 

independent variables are standard predictors of inflows – lagged performance, fund size, family 

size, expense ratio and category flows – alongside the fund’s loads and fees, the indicators for 

captive and affiliated, the commissions, and the indicators interacted with the loads, 

commissions, performance and category flows: 
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With this regression we test for the effect of brokers’ incentives on flows along three dimensions 

with F-tests on the coefficients:  

Prediction Null Hypothesis Alternative Hypothesis 

P1. Sensitivity of New Flows 

to Loads between Broker 

Channels 
UnafilCaptive

UnafilCaptive

cc

and

cc

,3,3

,2,2





 

UnafilCaptive

UnafilCaptive
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cc
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P2. Sensitivity of New Flows 

to Commissions 
0

,1,1


UnafilCaptive
cc  

0

0

,1

,1
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Captive

c

andc
 

P3. Sensitivity of New Flows 

to Commissions between 

Channels 

UnafilCaptive
cc

,1,1
  UnafilCaptive

cc
,1,1

  

  

Prediction P1 is that affiliation makes brokers less sensitive to loads, i.e. that a broker’s incentive 

to recommend a fund is less sensitive to the fund’s load if he is affiliated with it.  Because we 

already know from Sirri and Tufano (1998) and Barber, Odean and Zheng (2005) that net flows 

are negative in loads, the alternate hypothesis is that captive flows are less negative. Prediction 

P2 is that commissions attract flows, i.e. that a broker’s incentive to recommend a fund increases 

with the commissions it pays.  Prediction P3 is that affiliation makes brokers less sensitive to 

commissions, i.e. that a broker’s recommendations are less sensitive to commissions when he’s 

affiliated.  The test statistics are F-statistics for the indicated nulls.  The regression results are in 

Table III with standard errors clustered by fund; there are two regressions, one each for new 
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inflows and redemptions, but the focus is on inflows, and the test statistics are below this 

regression. 

[Table III] 

 

 All three of the test statistics reject their nulls in the direction of the alternative.  Thus, we 

conclude that brokers’ incentives, as represented by commissions and affiliations, affect inflows 

to mutual funds.  Flows into funds with affiliated brokers are less sensitive to the loads and 

commissions of other funds, and flows into funds with unaffiliated brokers are more sensitive to 

the commissions it pays. 

 The other control variables enter as one would expect from elsewhere; for example, the 

negative effect of front and back loads on inflows is consistent with the negative effect in Sirri 

and Tufano (1998) and Barber, Odean and Zheng (2005) of loads on net flows.  The effects of 

redemption fees and expense ratios, however, are new.  Both associate with both higher inflows 

and higher outflows, which is to say, higher investor turnover.  The expense ratio result is 

consistent with higher-fee funds selecting for shorter investment horizons, which is plausible. It 

is less plausible that redemption fees select for shorter horizons, but perhaps the causality runs 

the other direction, that funds with high turnover impose redemption fees.  These are interesting 

questions for account-level data to address. 

 In contrast to the inflow regression, and consistent with the inflow results reflecting 

incentives, the redemption regression finds no effect of front-load commissions on redemptions.  

It does find that affiliation interacts with the sensitivity to performance, in that declining 

performance drives more redemptions when brokers are unaffiliated, potentially because such 

brokers have more incentive to encourage such behavior. 
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C.  Family Flows 

 The question for this subsection is whether commissions and affiliation affect flows 

within the family, in particular flows that cannibalize inflows or recapture redemptions.  The test 

design is similar to the previous subsection, except that a preliminary stage is required to 

calculate expected flows, because to detect cannibalization and recapture we need first to 

estimate the counterfactual flows that would otherwise have occurred.  That is, we say that a 

family cannibalizes one of its funds if the fund’s inflows are attracted away by other funds in the 

family.  So for example, if another fund in the family attracts flows through good past 

performance, or because its category grew popular, does this bring new investments to the 

family, or does it rearrange flows that were coming to the family anyway?  The latter we take to 

be cannibalizing. To test whether this occurs, we need to estimate the inflows the fund and the 

rest of the family would have received, absent this effect. 

Similarly, we say that a fund recaptures redemptions from the family if the redemptions 

from the rest of the family add to the fund’s new inflows, beyond what it would have received.  

So if a fund loses assets through bad performance, or because its category lost popularity, do 

these assets leave the family entirely, or are they reinvested elsewhere in the family?  The latter 

we take to be recapture. 

Therefore, we first run a model (reported in Table IV) which predicts flows with the 

control variables from Table III (but importantly, without reference to commissions or 

affiliation), and take the fitted values to be the expected flows for that fund-month, and the 

residuals to be the surprise flows.  Then in the second stage, we test whether a fund is 

cannibalized by the other funds in its family by regressing its surprise inflows on the expected 

inflows to the rest of the family, so that cannibalization is a negative effect on the coefficient.  
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Similarly, we test whether a fund recaptures the rest of the family’s outflows by regressing its 

surprise inflows on expected outflows from the rest of the family, so that recapture is a positive 

effect on the coefficient.  

 

[Table IV] 

 

The predicted effect of affiliation in this context is straightforward: by focusing a fund’s 

brokers on its family, affiliation encourages both cannibalization and recapture.  That is, 

affiliation makes it more likely that a dollar of inflow would otherwise have gone to another fund 

in the family than to a fund in a different family (cannibalization), and that it came from the 

outflows of another fund in the family than of a fund in a different family (recapture).  The 

incentive effects of higher commissions, which increase the reward for bringing in new accounts 

and reinvesting old ones, would be both less cannibalization and more recapture. That is, the 

focus of captive brokers on their families would increase the beneficial effect of higher 

commissions on family-level flows. 

 We test these predictions with a regression design that addresses cannibalization and 

recapture simultaneously: 
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With this notation, the predictions map to the following hypothesis tests on the coefficients: 
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Prediction Null Hypothesis Alternative Hypothesis 

P4. Cannibalization between 

Channels 

eCannibaliz

Unafil1,

eCannibaliz

Captive1,
cc   

eCannibaliz

Unafil1,

eCannibaliz

Captive1,
cc   

P5. Recapture between Channels 
Recapture

Unafil2,

Recapture

Captive2,
cc   

Recapture

2Unafil

Recapture

Captive2,
cc   

P6. Sensitivity of Cannibalization 

to Commissions between Channels 
UnafilCaptive

cc
,6,6

  UnafilCaptive
cc

,6,6
  

P7. Sensitivity of Recapture to 

Commissions between Channels 
UnafilCaptive

cc
,7,7

  UnafilCaptive
cc

,7,7
  

  

The results are collected in Table V, where the first regression tests the effect of affiliation.  The 

second and third regressions test the effect of commissions on cannibalization and recapture 

respectively by including the third-order interaction terms. All t-statistics use standard errors  

clustered by fund. 

 

[Table V] 

 

 Cannibalization, we find, significantly associates with affiliation.  Surprise inflows are 

more negative in the rest of the family’s predicted inflows when the brokers are captive.  

Surprise inflows are also strongly positive in the rest of the family’s surprise inflows, which is to 

be expected, since family-wide events such as marketing campaigns or scandals would have that 

effect.  Recapture enters less strongly; the test statistic for P5 is significant at 5% in one 

regression, 10% in another and neither in the third.  The third-order interactions pick up a strong 

marginal effect of commissions, finding that they both reduce cannibalization and boost 

recapture in the captive channel.  So the family gets a benefit on both of these counts when it 

pays the cost of higher commissions. The same benefits are not found in the unaffiliated channel. 
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D.  Fund Performance 

 Regulators and others worry that consumers suffer from the effect of commissions on the 

advice of apparently independent brokers.  Consistent with this, our Table III results show a 

stronger effect of commissions on inflows when brokers are unaffiliated.  Accordingly, our main 

questions for future performance are whether it is negative in commissions to unaffiliated 

brokers, and more negative than with captive brokers, and we answer these questions with a 

regression model with future performance on the left-hand side, and loads and commissions 

interacted with affiliation on the right-hand side. 

The independent variables include not only the control variables from the other tables, 

but also inflows and outflows interacted with affiliation.  The point of adding flows to explain 

future performance is to build on the findings of the smart/dumb money literature, including 

Gruber (1996) and Zheng (1997), who associate net flows with good short-term performance, 

Frazzini and Lamont (2008), who associate net flows with poor longer-term performance, 

Friesen and Sapp (2007), who associate loads with poor timing of net flows, and Keswani and 

Stolin (2008), who separate inflows from outflows and find inflows predicting the next month’s 

performance, and outflows predicting nothing.   We can build on these findings by also 

separating inflows from outflows, and then asking whether the informativeness of flows in each 

direction varies from captive to affiliated to no-load. 

The regression model is thus 

,ernRankRetuLaggedc
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and our hypotheses to test are: 

Prediction Null Hypothesis Alternative Hypothesis 

P8. Sensitivity of Future 

Performance to Commissions 

between channels 

CaptiveUnafil
cc

,11,11
  CaptiveUnafil

cc
,11,11

  

P9. Sensitivity of Future 

Performance to Commissions in 

the Unaffiliated Channel 

0
,11


Unafil

c
 

0
,11


Unafil

c
 

 

We run the regression first with just the controls and flows, and then with the hypothesis test 

determining whether sensitivities to commissions differ across channels, and finally with past 

performance included as an additional control for possible momentum effects.  The results are in 

Table VI and t-statistics again cluster by fund. 

 The answer to both questions is yes: performance is negative in commissions to 

unaffiliated brokers, and more negative than with captive brokers. The test statistic for the 

difference from captive brokers is statistically significant (P8), and the t-statistic that c11,Unafil is 

different from zero is negative and significant (P9), whereas the analogous t-statistic for captive 

is positive and insignificant.  These results support the view that commissions deflect unaffiliated 

brokers, not captive, from the best destination for their clients’ funds. 

 

[Table VI] 

 

 As for the predictive content of flows, there are two consistently significant results: 

captive inflows predict good performance, and unaffiliated outflows predict bad performance, in 

each case significantly more than no-load flows predict.  The outflow result is consistent with 

incentives, in that brokers without ties to a family have more incentive to divest from its bad 
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prospects.  The inflow result is more of a surprise, since the narrower choice of captive brokers 

would intuitively reduce the informativeness of the choices they make. 

 

IV. Summary and Conclusion 

Consumers in the U.S. bear much responsibility for their financial planning, and many 

turn to brokers for help.  Among the many effects of the recent financial crisis has been a 

dramatic plunge in consumer wealth, particularly in retirement accounts heavily populated by 

mutual funds.  These events have engendered a debate about the proper standard to which 

brokers should be held, and one proposal is to hold them to a fiduciary standard by which they 

must put consumers’ interests strictly above their own.  To help gauge the benefit of this 

standard, we ask whether and how brokers’ incentives have affected mutual fund investments to 

date. 

We identify the role of brokers’ incentives by relating the variation of inflows and 

outflows to variation of brokers’ compensation and affiliation.  We do this first at the level of 

individual funds and then at the level of their families, where the cannibalization of inflows and 

the recapture of outflows are at stake.  Our fund-level results show that fund flows reflect the 

commissions to arms-length brokers, in that flows through brokers increase more with 

commissions when the brokers are unaffiliated.   The effect of incentives goes to the consumers’ 

bottom line, as we find the performance of inflows to suffer as commissions grow.   

In the family-level results we document both costs and benefits of the tighter link to 

captive brokers.  The costs lie in cannibalization – the rate at which a fund’s predicted inflows 

come out of the inflows predicted elsewhere in the family.  The benefits are the other side of this 

coin – the rate at which a fund’s predicted outflows add to the inflows elsewhere in the family.  
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Through the payment of higher commissions however, the family buys better results on both 

dimensions: less cannibalization, more recapture. 

A long literature addresses mutual-fund investment decisions – their variety, their relation 

to stimuli such as past performance, their success or failure – and implicit in this literature is the 

view that investment decisions are produced by the investors for their own reasons.  By contrast, 

our results show the co-production of mutual-fund investment decisions by the investors and 

their brokers.  The implications for investors and regulators are promising areas for future 

research. 
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Appendix 

A. Variable Definitions 

A.1. Variables using NSAR Data 

Variables Definition 

CAPTIVE = 1 if fund i received loads through captive brokers but not unaffiliated 

brokers in NSAR(i,t),  

= 0 otherwise. 

 

UNAFIL = 1 if fund i received loads through unaffiliated brokers but not captive 

brokers in NSAR(i,t),  

= 0 otherwise. 

 

NOLOAD = 1 if fund i received no loads paid to any brokers, and 12b1 fees were no 

greater than 25bp in the fiscal year including t  

= 0 otherwise. 

 

NEW INFLOWS 

TNAmonthlyCRSPfrommonthofendtheatifundinAssets

NSARtheoffQ28afromtmonthinifundinsInvestment 

 
 

REDEMPTIONS 

TNAmonthlyCRSPfrommonthofendtheatifundinAssets

NSARtheoffQ28afromtmonthinifundinsRedemption 

 
 

FRONT LOAD 

NSARtheofQ28hfromloadatosubjectInflows

NSARtheofQ30afromconsumersbypaidloadsFront

 
 

CAPTIVE 

COMMISSIONS NSARtheofQ28hfromloadatosubjectInflows

NSARtheofQ33frombrokercaptivetopaidloadsFront

 
 

UNAFFILIATED 

COMMISSIONS NSARtheofQ28hfromloadatosubjectInflows

NSARtheofQ32frombrokeredunaffiliattopaidloadsFront

 

 

 

BACK LOAD NSARtheoff-Q28aOutflows

NSARtheofQ35fromconsumersbypaidloadsBack

 

 

ICDI CATEGORY 

FLOW 

Total flows (new inflows, redemptions, or net flows) to i’s ICDI fund 

category, as a percentage of the category’s net assets, in month t. 
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A.2 Variables from CRSP asset-weighted across all shareclasses of the same fund 

 

Variables Definition 

LAGGED RANK 

RETURN 

Rank of the fund’s return (ranging from 0 to 1) from the end of month t-

13 to the end of month t-1 among funds in its ICDI investment objective 

category  

 

FUND SIZE 

 

Log of total assets (in thousands) of fund i at the end of month t. 

 

 

COMPLEX SIZE 

 

 

Log of total assets (in thousands) of all funds in i’s family with available 

NSAR data as of month t. 

 

EXPENSES 
 

Expense ratio of fund i for the fiscal year including t. 

 

 

REDEMPTION 

FEE 

 

Redemption fee of fund i for the fiscal year including t. 

 

 

B. Matching of N-SAR Data with CRSP 

After matching the N-SAR and CRSP data by hand, three filters are applied to the 

sample: NAV matching, a one-year continuous reporting requirement and data-entry error filters 

for both flows and loads.  First, NAV numbers reported in the SEC filing are compared to the 

NAV reported in CRSP.  The N-SAR asks for NAV for two different share classes (without 

specifying which classes they report for) and we try to match these NAV numbers with those 

reported in CRSP.  Matching names by hand and then matching NAV through an automated 

procedure leaves us with a sample where we are confident that CRSP and the N-SAR data have 

been matched exactly. Unfortunately it may also remove valid data points where the NAVs differ 

slightly.  Second, most of the analysis requires at least 1 continuous year of historical 

information. As a result, funds that don’t survive for longer than one year and funds that miss 

filing an N-SAR for one period are removed from the sample. Third, the instructions for filing 
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the N-SAR forms clearly indicate that fund families should report the flow and load data in 

thousands of dollars.  However, comparing fund flows and loads with the size of the fund 

provided in the N-SAR it was clear that some funds fail to report this information correctly. To 

address the failure of some fund families to correctly scale their N-SAR responses, scaling filters 

are employed.  Three such filters are employed: (1) the reported monthly redemptions or inflows 

were on average more than 100% of the total net assets for the entire time period, (2) the 

reported monthly redemptions or inflows in one month over the entire time period were more 

than 200% of total net assets and (3) the flow from any individual month is more than 50% of 

TNA. This removes around 4% of the sample. Errors in scaling also arise with the reporting of 

dollar loads collected.  Dollar values of loads are observed where the calculated percentage loads 

is larger percent than the reported maximum load. Again this is a problem of reporting in the 

wrong units. To address this issue, we remove an observation if the percent collected in loads 

divided by the total dollars of inflows subject to a load is greater than the maximum load. In the 

case of back loads, we consider it as a percent of redemptions. The maximum load cutoffs are 

8.5%, 6%, and 3% for front loads, back loads, and redemption fees. 
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Table I. Descriptive Statistics 

This table provides descriptive statistics of our matched sample of CRSP and NSAR files from 1994 to 2004. There are 4518 funds in 

the matched sample, 1830 equity funds and 2688 non-equity where equity includes funds identified as AG, LG, or GI according to the 

ICDI objective categories in CRSP. Note that one fund observation groups all shareclasses together. Panel A provides averages for key 

variables used in the analysis. New inflows, redemptions, reinvestments, and net flows are based on information from Question 28 (a) – 

(h) in the NSAR file. Fund size and expenses are fund specific variables that come from CRSP measuring the fund size (across all 

shareclasses) and total expense ratios (as a TNA-weighted average across shareclasses for each fund). The load information and its 

allocation by captive or unaffiliated sales channel is based on information from Question 28-38 in the NSAR file. The percent received 

by brokers in a specific channel for a fund (Commission) is the percent of dollars received in either the captive (Q33) or unaffiliated 

channel (Q32) divided by the dollars coming to that fund which are subject to a load (Q28(h)). The percent paid by individuals is the 

total front load dollars collected (Q30(a)) divided by the total inflows subject to a load (Q28(h)). A captive channel is defined as one 

where the front load is paid only to a captive sales force but none to the unaffiliated channel. The unaffiliated channel is defined as one 

where the front load is paid to the unaffiliated broker but none is paid to the captive broker. Panel B provides correlation between the 

actual loads collected that are reported on the N-SAR files and the maximum load charged which are reported in CRSP. The 

conditional correlations condition on the front load, back load, and redemption fee being positive as reported in CRSP. The last two 

rows condition on the fund being over 80% of A shareclass and over 80% of B shareclass. Note that CRSP refers to a deferred 

contingent sales charge or back load as a rear load. CRSP also calls the redemption fee imposed on investors who trade within a short 

time frame as a deferred load. 

 

Variables Units Mean StdDev Obs

New Inflows ($ '000) 44,720 284,259 191,994

Redemptions ($ '000) 41,378 282,537 191,994

Reinvestments ($ '000) 3,877 57,958 191,994

Net Flows ($ '000) 7,323 83,021 191,994

New Inflows % TNA 5.17 7.41 191,994

Redemptions % TNA 4.75 7.06 191,994

Reinvestments % TNA 3.70 1.66 191,994

Net Flows % TNA 0.81 5.27 191,994

Fund Size $ millions 910 3,422 191,994

Expenses % TNA 1.19 1.08 191,350

Average front load received by brokers (Commissions)

Captive % Inflow 1.27 1.62 10,913

Unaffiliated % Inflow 2.21 1.79 33,868

Average front load paid by investors

Captive % Inflow 3.07 2.08 10,913

Unaffiliated % Inflow 2.64 1.99 33,868

Front Load Back Load Redemption Fee

Unconditional 0.59 0.56 0.17

Positive Load 0.33 0.45 -0.15

Positive Load and >80% in A Class 0.14

Positive Load and >80% in B Class 0.41

Panel B: Correlation between NSAR Actual Loads and CRSP Maximum Loads

Panel A: Variable Means and Standard Deviations
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Table II. The Determinants of a Fund’s Distribution Channel 

 
This table provides the estimates from a Heckman maximum likelihood regression of the determinants of a fund’s principal distribution channel where 

the standard errors are clustered by fund.   The unit of observation for the regression is each fund’s semi-annual NSAR filing.  Because fund-level 

distribution at inception is used as one of the independent variables in the principal regression, the first observation for each fund in the sample is 

dropped and the sample consists of the remaining fund-semi-annual observations.  The first column gives the name of the independent variables in the 

equation.  The second and third columns in the table list the value of the variable estimated (Value) as well as the control value (Control) for each of 

the discrete independent variables in the regression.  The last two columns in the table list the marginal effect of each independent variable and the 

associated t-statistic.  The regression simultaneously estimates two equations: a selection equation (Panel A) and the principal equation (Panel B).  In 

Panel A, the selection equation estimates the probability that a fund will be distributed through a BROKERED channel relative to a DIRECT/NON-

BROKERED channel.  The independent variables for the selection equation include FAMILY DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL and FIXED EFFECTS 

for the FUND FAMILY’S INCEPTION DECADE.  The predominant FAMILY DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL variable (either broker-sold or 

direct/non-broker sold) is calculated as the distribution channel for the majority (> 50%) of funds in the family, excluding the fund being analyzed.  

The FIXED EFFECTS for the FUND FAMILY’S INCEPTION DECADE is a 0/1 variable for the decade of organization of the fund family.  These 

fixed effects contrast funds from families organized in the 1960’s, 1970’s and 1980’s with funds from families organized in the 1990’s and 2000’s.   In 

Panel B, for those funds that are sold through a brokered channel, the probability that a fund is distributed predominantly through an 

UNAFFILIATED broker for that semi-annual period, relative to a CAPTIVE broker is estimated.  The independent variables are FUND ORIGINAL 

DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL, INDEX FUND ID, FUND AGE, LAGGED FUND NET FLOWS, LAGGED ICDI CATEGORY NET FLOWS, 

FUND SIZE, LAGGED COMPLEX SIZE, LAGGED S&P 500 RETURN, LAGGED RANKED RETURN, ICDI CATEGORY and FUND’S 

INCEPTION DECADE FIXED EFFECTS.  The FUND’s ORIGINAL DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL is the distribution channel (UNAFFILIATED 

with CAPTIVE as the control) for the fund at inception.  INDEX FUND ID is a 0/1 variable for whether or not the fund self-declared on the NSAR as 

an index fund and FUND AGE is the age of the fund in years.  LAGGED FUND NET FLOWS and LAGGED ICDI CATEGORY NET FLOWS are 

the average percentage net flows over the previous 6-month period to the fund and to the fund’s investment objective respectively.  LAGGED FUND 

SIZE and LAGGED COMPLEX SIZE are the natural log of the fund’s total net assets and the total assets managed by the fund family (excluding the 

fund of interest) respectively from the previous 6-month period.  The LAGGED S&P 500 RETURN is the percentage return on the S&P 500 index 

over the previous 6-month period.  LAGGED RANKED RETURN is the fund’s return rank (between 0 and 1) over the previous 12 months relative to 

other funds in the sample with the same investment objective (growth & income, long-term growth or aggressive growth).  ICDI CATEGORY is the 

fund’s investment objective designation in CRSP at the time of the filing (long-term growth and growth & income where aggressive growth serves as 

the control).  FIXED EFFECTS for the FUND’S INCEPTION DECADE is a 0/1 variable for the decade of organization of the fund.  These fixed 

effects contrast funds that were started in the 1960’s, 1970’s and 1980’s with funds that were started in the 1990’s and 2000’s (the control group). 
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1960's 1990's/2000's 0.112 1.54

1970's 1990's/2000's -0.041 -0.83

1980's 1990's/2000's 0.089 2.69

Fund Age Continuous Variable - 0.004 1.03

Lagged Fund Net Flows Continuous Variable - 0.00007 0.17

Lagged ICDI Category Net Flows Continuous Variable - -0.0009 -1.05

Lagged Fund Size Continuous Variable - -0.016 -1.67

Lagged Complex Size Continuous Variable - 0.002 0.39

Lagged S&P 500 Return Continuous Variable - -0.044 -0.91

Lagged Ranked Return Continuous Variable - 0.007 0.23

Growth & Income Agg. Growth 0.030 0.82

Long-Term Growth Agg. Growth 0.010 0.33

1960's 1990's/2000's -0.181 -1.52

1970's 1990's/2000's -0.099 -0.72

1980's 1990's/2000's -0.028 -0.72

Observations

Fixed Effects - 

Fund Family Inception Decade

Panel A: Selection Equation - Distribution via Brokered Channel (vs. Direct/Non-Brokered)

Value Control
Marginal

Effect
t-stat

Family Distribution Channel Brokered
Direct or

Non-Brokered
0.654 25.18

Panel B: Principal Equation - Distribution via Unaffiliated Broker (vs. Captive)

Value Control
Marginal

Effect
t-stat

ICDI Category

Fixed Effects - 

Fund Inception Decade

31,437

Fund Originial

Distribution Channel
Unaffiliated Captive 0.780 18.72

Index Fund ID
Index

Fund

Actively

Managed
-0.041 -0.81
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Table III. Fund Flows and Payment 

This table includes all funds from CRSP with data matched with their NSAR filings and identified as being sold through either a captive or 

unaffiliated channel. The sample runs from January 1994 until December 2004. Each observation is one fund/month with all shareclasses combined. 

REDEMPTIONS are the dollar value of redemptions leaving a fund in a given month divided by the current total net assets. NEW INFLOWS are the 

total dollar value of new money coming into a fund in a given month divided by TNA. CAPTIVE takes the value one if a fund is paying some of its 

front load to the captive sales force but none to the unaffiliated. UNAFFILIATED takes the value one if some of the front load is paid to the 

unaffiliated broker but none is paid to the captive broker. COMMISSIONS are the portion of inflows subject to a load paid to either the captive or 

unaffiliated broker. BACK LOAD is the total actual load paid by investors measured as a portion of outflows (Q28a-f).  FRONT LOAD is the total 

actual load paid by investors measured as a portion of inflows subject to a load (Q28h). EXTRA REDEMPTION FEES are amounts paid if money is 

withdrawn quickly after deposit expressed as a portion of assets. LAGGED RANKED RETURN is the ranked return of the fund in the sample 

category over the past 12 months where a 0 indicates the worst performer and 1 indicates the best performer. COMPLEX SIZE is the size of the fund 

family and FUND SIZE is the size of the fund measured in logarithms of millions of dollars. EXPENSES are expressed as a portion of assets. ICDI 

CATEGORY INFLOWS (REDEMPTIONS) are the total percent change in new inflows (redemptions) for the category for that month. P1 is a joint 

test that the coefficient on (FRONT LOAD X CAPTIVE) – (FRONT LOAD X UNAFIL) = 0 and (BACK LOAD X CAPTIVE) – (BACK LOAD X 

UNAFIL)=0. P2 is a joint test that the coefficients on COMMISSIONS for both captive and unaffiliated channels are zero while P3 tests whether the 

difference between these two coefficients is zero. The reported t-statistics cluster by fund. 

  

Panel A: Regressions

Coef t-stat Coef t-stat

Commissions x Captive -0.0031 -0.01 0.2556 1.08

Commissions x Unafil 0.7602 2.97 0.1080 0.45

Back Load x Captive -0.0552 -0.21 -0.6521 -2.85

Back Load x Unafil -0.8594 -4.58 -0.9309 -5.87

Front Load x Captive -0.6108 -2.98 -0.8517 -4.16

Front Load x Unafil -1.0758 -5.06 -0.7631 -3.75

Extra Redemption Fees 0.4291 4.20 0.3597 3.71

Lagged Ranked Return x Captive 0.0247 5.58 -0.0079 -1.92

Lagged Ranked Return x Unafil 0.0171 6.16 -0.0165 -6.69

Complex Size 0.0036 7.39 0.0029 5.96

Fund Size -0.0039 -7.23 -0.0028 -5.98

Expenses 0.8709 4.82 0.9401 4.95

ICDI Category Inflows x Captive 0.8423 6.89

ICDI Category Inflows x Unafil 0.9990 12.34

ICDI Category Redemptions x Captive 0.9300 5.12

ICDI Category Redemptions x Unafil 0.9639 9.63

Captive -0.0447 -4.59 -0.0255 -2.76

Unafil -0.0422 -4.70 -0.0213 -2.36

Observations

R-squared (%)

Panel B: Hypothesis Tests

F-test p-value

P1: Sensitivity to Loads between Broker Channels 7.31 0.001

P2: Sensitivity to Commissions 4.43 0.012

P3: Sensitivity to Commissions between Channels 5.24 0.022

New Inflows

42,768

Redemptions

42,768

48.848.4
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Table IV. First stage regression predicting inflows 

This table includes all funds from CRSP with data matched to with their NSAR filings. The sample runs from January 1994 until December 2004. 

Each observation is one fund with all shareclasses combined. REDEMPTIONS are the dollar value of redemptions leaving a fund in a given month 

divided by the current total net assets. NEW INFLOWS are the total dollar value of new money coming into a fund in a given month divided by TNA. 

NETFLOWS are new inflows plus reinvestments into the fund less redemptions. LAGGED RANKED RETURN is the ranked return of the fund in the 

sample category over the past 12 months where a 0 indicates the worst performer and 1 indicates the best performer. COMPLEX SIZE is the size of 

the fund family and FUND SIZE is the size of the fund measured in logarithms of millions of dollars. EXPENSES are expressed as a portion of assets. 

BACK LOAD and FRONT LOAD are the total actual load paid by investors measured as a portion of inflows subject to a load. EXTRA 

REDEMPTION FEES are amounts paid if money is withdrawn quickly after deposit expressed as a portion of assets. ICDI CATEGORY INFLOWS 

(REDEMPTIONS) are the total inflows (redemptions) for the ICDI category for that month divided by the total asset value of the category in the same 

month. The reported t-statistics cluster by fund and are reported beside each coefficient. 

 

 

 

 

Coef t-stat Coef t-stat

Lagged Ranked Return 0.019 9.24 -0.015 -8.07

Complex Size 0.002 6.13 0.002 6.01

Fund Size -0.001 -2.58 -0.001 -2.42

Expenses 0.306 1.59 0.336 1.66

Front Load -0.511 -10.76 -0.664 -16.95

Back Load -0.748 -4.51 -0.931 -6.46

Extra Redemption Fees 0.350 3.37 0.331 3.19

ICDI Category Inflows 0.946 24.16

ICDI Category Redemptions 0.930 24.12

Intercept -0.033 -4.03 -0.012 -1.510

Observations

R-squared (%) 36.133.7

RedemptionsNew Inflows

142,871142,871
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Table V. Recapture and Cannibalizing of Family Fund Flows 

This table includes all funds from CRSP with NSAR matched data, identified as being sold through either a captive, unaffiliated or noload channel 

between January 1994 and December 2004. Fund families with less than 7 funds in the complex are eliminated from the sample. This reduces the 

number of fund/month observations by 40%. Each fund observation aggregates all shareclasses. The predicted and surprise fund values refer to the 

predicted and residual estimates from Table IV for each fund. CAPTIVE takes the value one if a fund is paying a commission to captive brokers but 

none to unaffiliated. UNAFFILIATED takes the value one if a fund is paying a commission to unaffiliated brokers but none to captive. NOLOAD 

takes the value one if there is inflows are not subject to a load and the 12b-1 payment is less than 25 basis points. SURPRISE COMPLEX 

REDEMPTIONS are the residual flows into the complex and are calculated by multiplying the residuals of the first regression model in Table IV by 

TNA for each fund and then summing these dollar residuals across the complex (excluding the current fund’s residual flows). The dollar complex 

redemptions are then divided by the total net assets of the complex (excluding the current fund’s TNA) to get the portion of assets. PREDICTED 

COMPLEX REDEMPTIONS are calculated the same as SURPRISE COMPLEX REDEMPTIONS except one starts with the predicted redemptions 

from the first regression in Table IV. SURPRISE and PREDICTED COMPLEX NEW INFLOWS are calculated the same as with SURPRISE and 

PREDICTED COMPLEX REDEMPTIONS except one starts with the residual and predicted new inflows from the second regression in Table IV. 

COMMISSIONS measures the portion of inflows subject to a load shared with brokers and is interacted with predicted complex redemptions and 

inflows. P4 tests whether the coefficient on PREDICTED COMPLEX INFLOWS is different between captive versus unaffiliated funds. P5 is a similar 

test for PREDICTED COMPLEX REDEMPTIONS. P6 determines whether PREDICTED COMPLEX INFLOWS x COMMISSIONS enters 

differently for the captive versus unaffiliated channels. P7 is analogous except uses PREDICTED COMPLEX REDEMPTIONS. The reported t-

statistics cluster by fund. 

 

Panel A: Regressions

Coef t-stat Coef t-stat Coef t-stat

Predicted Complex Redemptions x Captive 0.212 1.40 0.223 1.48 0.198 1.31

Predicted Complex Redemptions x Unafil -0.145 -1.48 -0.142 -1.45 -0.083 -0.82

Predicted Complex Redemptions x Noload -0.018 -0.14 -0.018 -0.14 -0.018 -0.14

Surprise Complex Redemptions x Captive -0.182 -2.13 -0.170 -2.00 -0.166 -1.94

Surprise Complex Redemptions x Unafil 0.150 1.26 0.146 1.24 0.146 1.24

Surprise Complex Redemptions x Noload 0.166 3.82 0.166 3.82 0.166 3.82

Predicted Complex New Inflows x Captive -0.238 -1.61 -0.281 -1.87 -0.258 -1.75

Predicted Complex New Inflows x Unafil 0.199 1.97 0.246 2.31 0.184 1.84

Predicted Complex New Inflows x Noload 0.053 0.43 0.053 0.43 0.053 0.43

Surprise Complex New Inflows x Captive 0.181 1.97 0.184 2.01 0.181 1.98

Surprise Complex New Inflows x Unafil 0.276 3.51 0.284 3.66 0.284 3.65

Surprise Complex New Inflows x Noload 0.266 6.70 0.266 6.70 0.266 6.70

Commissions x Captive -0.294 -1.81 -0.582 -2.69 -0.596 -2.74

Commissions x Unafil 0.029 0.24 0.337 2.13 0.276 1.76

Predicted Complex New Inflows x Captive x Commissions 4.560 2.16

Predicted  Complex New Inflows x Unafil x Commissions -8.131 -2.29

Predicted Complex Redemptions x Captive x Commissions 4.849 2.30

Predicted Complex Redemptions x Unafil x Commissions -7.394 -2.15

Captive 0.001 0.18 0.002 0.63 0.002 0.65

Unafil -0.001 -0.27 -0.003 -1.19 -0.002 -1.03

Noload -0.001 -0.41 -0.001 -0.42 -0.001 -0.42

Observations

R-squared (%)

Panel B: Hypothesis Tests

F-test p-value F-test p-value F-test p-value

P4: Cannibalization between broker channels 5.82 0.0159 7.96 0.005 5.98 0.015

P5: Recapture between broker channels 3.79 0.0518 3.99 0.046 2.31 0.129

P6: Sensitivity of Cannibalization to Commissions between channels 9.45 0.002

P7: Sensitivity of Recapture to Commissions between channels 9.23 0.002

Surprise Inflows to a Fund

Reg 1 Reg 2 Reg 3

4.62 4.654.66

66,613 66,61366,613
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 Table VI. Predicting Returns with Fund Flows 

The table measures how excess returns of a fund looking six months ahead are affected by fund level inflows. This estimation includes all funds 

from CRSP with data matched with their NSAR filings and identified as being sold through either captive, unaffiliated, or noload channels. The 

sample runs from January 1994 until December 2004. Each observation is one fund with all shareclasses combined. EXCESS RETURNS are the 

six month returns in excess of the category returns for each month in units of percent divided by 100. NEW INFLOWS are the total dollar value of 

new money coming into a fund in a given month divided by TNA. CAPTIVE takes the value one if a fund is paying some of its front load to the 

captive sales force but none to the unaffiliated. UNAFIL takes the value one if some of the front load is paid to the unaffiliated broker but none is 

paid to the captive broker. NOLOAD takes the value one if there is inflows are not subject to a load and the 12b-1 payment is less than 25 basis 

points. COMPLEX SIZE is the size of the fund family and FUND SIZE is the size of the fund measured in logarithms of millions of dollars. ICDI 

CATEGORY INFLOWS are the total percent change in new inflows for the category for that month and ICDI CATEGORY REDEMPTIONS is 

defined similarly. COMMISSIONS is the portion of assets paid to either the captive or unaffiliated broker. FRONT LOAD is the total actual load 

paid by investors measured as a portion of inflows subject to a load. P8 tests the null that the coefficient on COMMISSIONS x UNAFIL is equal 

to the coefficient on COMMISSIONS x CAPTIVE. The reported t-statistics cluster by fund. 

 

Panel A: Regressions

Coef t-stat Coef t-stat Coef t-stat

New Inflows x Captive 0.122 3.00 0.128 3.32 0.088 2.34

New Inflows x Unafil 0.050 1.57 0.057 1.75 -0.001 -0.02

New Inflows x Noload 0.031 2.43 0.022 1.31 -0.012 -0.74

Redemptions x Captive -0.007 -0.13 -0.044 -0.84 -0.014 -0.28

Redemptions x Unafil -0.140 -3.66 -0.167 -4.28 -0.107 -2.83

Redemptions x Noload -0.047 -3.62 -0.065 -4.02 -0.029 -1.91

Complex Size 0.001 2.23 0.001 2.24 0.001 2.12

Fund Size -0.001 -2.94 -0.002 -2.87 -0.002 -3.81

ICDI Category Inflows -0.243 -5.36 -0.276 -5.07 -0.226 -4.10

ICDI Category Redemptions 0.088 1.97 0.167 3.08 0.135 2.47

Captive 0.004 0.51 0.009 1.16 -0.001 -0.11

Unafil 0.005 0.72 0.007 0.99 -0.002 -0.28

Noload 0.008 1.23 0.008 1.17 -0.002 -0.32

Commissions x Captive 0.590 0.67 0.623 0.75

Commissions x Unafil -2.182 -3.77 -2.132 -3.80

Front Load  x Captive -0.833 -1.20 -0.877 -1.34

Front Load x Unafil 1.458 2.89 1.418 2.90

Lagged Ranked Returns 0.033 13.10

Observations

R-squared (%)

Panel B: Hypothesis Tests

F-test p-value F-test p-value

P8. Sensitivity to Commissions between Channels 6.92 0.009 7.84 0.005

Excess Returns Six Months Ahead

135,856 100,568 100,568

0.87 0.86 1.63

Reg 1 Reg 2 Reg 3


